Time rather than sleep appears to enhance off-line learning and transfer of learning of an implicit continuous task
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Abstract: There is increasing evidence that sleep promotes off-line enhancement of a variety of explicitly learned motor tasks in young adults. However, whether sleep promotes off-line consolidation of implicitly learned motor tasks is still under question. Furthermore, the role of sleep in promoting transfer of learning remains unknown. This study examined the role of sleep in learning and transfer of learning of an implicit continuous motor task. Twenty-three neurologically intact individuals (mean age 26.4 years) were randomly assigned to either a sleep group or a no-sleep group. The sleep group practiced a continuous tracking task in the evening and underwent retention and transfer testing the following morning, while the no-sleep group practiced the tracking task in the morning and underwent retention and transfer testing in the evening. The results show that in both the sleep and no-sleep groups, performance improved off-line without further practice for both the general skill and the sequence-specific skill. The results also indicate that sleep and time promote transfer of learning of both sequence-specific and general skill learning to a spatial and temporal variation of the motor task. These findings demonstrate that sleep does not play a critical role in promoting off-line learning and transfer of learning of an implicit continuous motor task.
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Introduction

Behavioral and imaging studies demonstrate that learning a motor skill occurs in at least two distinct phases, i.e., a fast learning phase which takes place during or soon after the training period, and a slow latent phase which occurs for a period of time following training and includes a process of memory consolidation. Memory consolidation refers to either the stabilization or the enhancement of a memory (also known as off-line learning). Special attention has been given to the role of sleep in off-line motor skill learning. Many studies have demonstrated that performance on a motor task has greater improvement when the off-line period (i.e., period between the practice session and the retention session) includes sleep than when it does not. However, the benefit of sleep to promote off-line motor skill learning appears to depend on several factors, including the type of task utilized and an individual’s awareness of the task regularities.

Awareness about the regularities of the task to be learned has emerged as a likely factor in determining if sleep-dependent memory consolidation occurs following practice of the task. Two types of awareness, explicit and implicit, have been distinguished. Explicit awareness refers to when participants are aware of the regularities of the task to be learned. Explicit awareness often occurs through...
The behavioral data from a study by Peigneux et al supported the findings of Fischer et al and found that brain regions involved during learning the probabilistic Serial Reaction Time Task were reactivated during subsequent rapid eye movement sleep. Furthermore, Huber et al found that participants demonstrated less error in performance on an implicit motor reaching adaptation task following a night of sleep, but not following an equivalent period of wake. Enhanced performance was positively correlated with an increase in time spent in slow wave sleep.

While the findings from the abovementioned studies demonstrate sleep-dependent enhancement of implicitly learned motor tasks, other studies have reported conflicting results. The participants in studies by Doyon et al and Debas et al demonstrated a reduction in performance error on an implicit visuomotor adaptation task both following sleep and following a period of being awake, suggesting, as did Robertson et al, that off-line learning of an implicitly learned task is time-dependent rather than sleep-dependent. These findings appear to refute the findings of Huber et al that sleep is essential for the consolidation process in an implicit motor adaptation task. Providing further discordant results, participants in a study by Reith et al failed to demonstrate improvement in performance on an implicitly learned version of a pursuit task regardless of whether they slept or stayed awake between practice and retention testing.

Few studies have examined whether sleep only enhances certain characteristics of the implicit task and may be a possible reason behind the disparity of findings between the studies of Nemeth et al and Song et al, both of which utilized an implicit probabilistic sequence learning task to assess the role of sleep in promoting off-line general motor skill learning compared with sequence-specific motor skill learning. Nemeth et al found that sleep enhanced off-line general skill motor learning, whereas participants in the study by Song et al failed to demonstrate sleep-dependent off-line general skill learning. Participants in both studies failed to benefit from sleep to enhance off-line sequence-specific motor learning. Both found that general skill learning occurred off-line over the day, but off-line enhancement of sequence-specific motor learning did not occur over the day. The findings of Nemeth et al and Song et al suggest that sequence-specific motor skill learning and general motor skill learning are consolidated by different mechanisms.

In addition to the debate surrounding the role of sleep in promoting off-line learning of an implicit motor task, little is known about whether sleep enhances the transfer of learning of one task to variations of the task. Generalization or transfer
of motor learning refers to individuals applying what has been learned in one context to another context with shared similar characteristics.\textsuperscript{12-14} For example, a person who has never been to the beach will likely be able to generalize his or her ability to walk in the sand; the stepping pattern or timing may be different from walking on a smooth floor, but he or she will be able to walk successfully across the beach.

Only a few studies have addressed whether sleep facilitates the transfer of motor learning in young individuals.\textsuperscript{1,11,29,33} In studies by Cohen et al\textsuperscript{1} and Witt et al,\textsuperscript{29} participants practiced a motor sequence task with one hand. At retention testing following either a period of sleep or a period of being awake, transfer was tested by assessing the participants’ ability to perform the sequence task with the opposite hand. Researchers in both studies examined whether sleep enhances spatial (or goal) transfer so that the same sequence of button presses was performed but with a different sequence of finger movements and motor (or movement) transfer so that the same sequence of finger movements was used but a different configuration of the buttons were pressed. Both studies found that sleep enhanced the transfer of sequence learning to the spatial variation but not the motor variation of the task. The study by Cohen et al\textsuperscript{1} did find that the motor transfer was enhanced after a period of wakefulness. Fischer et al\textsuperscript{12} found that off-line learning did not generalize to a sequence containing the same finger movements in a mirror-reversed order, supporting the results reported by Witt et al\textsuperscript{33} and Cohen et al\textsuperscript{1} showing that sleep does not enhance the transfer of the motor variation of a skill. These studies suggest that sleep promotes generalization of a learned skill to variations of the skill, but only certain variations are enhanced.

Due to the conflicting evidence on the role of sleep in off-line learning of implicit motor tasks, the purpose of this study is to assess the influence of sleep on learning an implicitly learned version of a continuous tracking (CT) task. Furthermore, due to the limited evidence suggesting that sleep promotes transfer of motor skill learning, the secondary purpose of this study is to examine if sleep enhances transfer of learning to variations of the CT task. We hypothesized that sleep will promote off-line learning and transfer of learning of the CT task. The CT task is a well-used sequence learning task\textsuperscript{14,19,35-38} and is well suited to assess the influence of sleep on implicit learning because detecting the imbedded sequence within the task is more difficult than with a shorter finger tapping task. The CT task is also well suited to exploring the effect of sleep on generalizability because variations of the CT task can be easily constructed.

### Materials and methods

#### Participants

Participants were recruited from the community as well as among employees and students at the University of Kansas Medical Center. Twenty-three individuals participated in the study (mean age 26.4 years, 12 women). All of the subjects except three were right-handed as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory.\textsuperscript{39} Fourteen individuals participated in the sleep condition and nine individuals participated in the no-sleep condition. Subjects were instructed to record their sleep pattern during the week prior to the practice session and the night between the practice and retention session using a sleep log. The Stanford Sleepiness Scale\textsuperscript{40} was used to assess level of sleepiness prior to practice and retention testing. Participants were instructed to refrain from recreational drugs, alcohol, or caffeine use for 24 hours prior to and during testing. Participants were excluded if they presented with acute medical problems, uncorrected vision loss, previous history of psychiatric admission or neurological disease, or scored below 26 on the Mini-Mental State Examination.

#### Procedure

All interested subjects were initially screened for eligibility in the study. If determined eligible to participate, subjects provided their written informed consent. The study was conducted according to the regulations and with approval from the Human Subjects Committee at the University of Kansas Medical Center. Participants were randomly assigned to either the sleep or no-sleep group. Both the sleep and no-sleep groups completed two sessions of a CT task. The first session was a practice session which consisted of performing the CT for eight blocks, and the second session, conducted 12±1 hours later, was a retention session which consisted of performing the CT for three blocks. For the no-sleep group, the practice session was performed in the morning (8 am±1 hour) and the retention and transfer session was performed in the evening (8 pm±1 hour). The no-sleep group participants were instructed to perform their normal daily activities and to avoid taking a nap between sessions. For the sleep group, the practice session was performed in the evening (8 pm±1 hour) and the retention and transfer session was performed in the morning (8 am±1 hour) following a night of sleep at home.

For the CT task, participants were required to control a joystick using their dominant arm to track a target on the computer screen that moved vertically in a sinusoidal wave pattern.\textsuperscript{35,38} Only the target (white box on a black background) and the participant’s cursor position (red circle) were visible to the participant; there was no residual trace of the wave on
the screen. Each participant practiced the CT task for eight blocks (from block 1 to block 8) of ten trials, each for a total of 80 iterations. Each trial consisted of three segments, ie, one repeating segment imbedded between two random segments (Figure 1). Each segment was 12 seconds in duration for a total trial length of 36 seconds with a 3-second stable baseline trial divider. Participants were instructed to try to keep the cursor as close to the target as possible; they received no instruction on the presence of the repeating segment. Offline motor learning was assessed by asking participants to complete one block (ten trials) of the CT task at a retention test 12±1 hours after practice. To assess whether off-line consolidation contributes to the process of generalization, participants performed another two blocks following the retention test, one block to assess spatial transfer (the sensitivity of the joystick was changed from 40% sensitivity to 60% sensitivity resulting in the alteration of the spatial requirements of performing the movement) followed by another block to assess temporal transfer (a faster speed was used, and the target speed was changed from 40 Hz to 50 Hz, thereby changing the temporal requirements of the movement).

Following performance of the retention and transfer blocks, the acquisition of explicit awareness about the presence of the repeating wave pattern was assessed in three steps. Participants were first asked an open-ended question of “Did you notice anything about the task?” If the participants said “Yes”, a follow-up question of “What did you notice?” was asked. All participants then underwent a forced-choice recognition test. Ten iterations of a trial segment were displayed on the computer screen while the participants watched the screen. Three of the segments displayed were the repeating wave pattern used in the practice session while seven of the segments were a random foil segment. Participants had to decide (forced choice) if the segment was one they recognized or not. Participants were deemed to have gained explicit awareness if they were correct on more than five of the ten trials and correctly identified the repeating segment on at least two of the three occasions. Five individuals in the sleep group and one individual in the no-sleep group gained explicit awareness and was removed from data analysis.

Statistical analysis
Performance on the CT task was evaluated by calculating the root mean square error (RMSE) for each segment in each trial. The average RMSE for the first random segment of each trial was calculated and one standard deviation was added to the average. Any trial (random or sequence) with an RMSE above this score was removed from data analysis to eliminate outlying data. The first random segment of each trial was used to determine general skill learning and the repeated segment of each trial was used to determine sequence-specific skill learning. The median RMSE was calculated for each block as a summary score for tracking accuracy of the tracking task.

A two factor (segment [sequence, random] × block [1–8]) repeated-measures analysis of variance with RMSE as the dependent variable was used to assess general skill and sequence-specific practice performance for both the sleep and no-sleep group. Off-line learning was assessed for both the sleep and no-sleep group using a two factor (segment [sequence, random] × block [last practice block, retention block]) repeated-measures analysis of variance with RMSE as the dependent variable. For analysis of transfer of general skill learning and sequence-specific skill learning at retention for each group, a one-way analysis of variance was performed with RMSE at retention as the dependent variable with post hoc analysis to assess for differences between the six conditions at retention (sequence segment, spatial sequence transfer, temporal sequence transfer, random segment, spatial random transfer, and temporal random transfer). Transfer of learning was determined to occur if there was no statistically significant difference between the sequence segment and the spatial or temporal variation of the sequence segment or between the random segment and the spatial or temporal variation of the random segment.

Results
There were no differences between the sleep and no-sleep group for age (P=0.829), amount of sleep the week prior to practice (P=0.211), level of sleepiness at practice (P=0.620), or retention and transfer testing (P=0.969, Table 1).
Table 1 Data for 17 individuals who completed the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age, years</th>
<th>Sleep week prior to testing, hours</th>
<th>Stanford Sleepiness Scale at practice</th>
<th>Stanford Sleepiness Scale at retention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sleep group</td>
<td>27.0 ± 3.12</td>
<td>7.16 ± 0.65</td>
<td>2.38 ± 0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-sleep group</td>
<td>27.5 ± 5.98</td>
<td>7.50 ± 0.37</td>
<td>2.56 ± 0.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Data are shown as the mean ± standard deviation. Sleep week prior is the average amount of sleep the week prior to testing determined by sleep log.

Practice performance

Performance improved across practice for both the general skill and sequence-specific skill as shown by a main effect of block for both the sleep group (F_{7,112} = 2.109, P = 0.048; Figure 2A) and no-sleep group (F_{7,98} = 5.965, P = 0.000; Figure 2B), but there was no difference between the general skill or sequence-specific skill across practice as shown by a lack of main effect of segment for both the sleep group (F_{1,16} = 0.581, P = 0.457) and the no-sleep group (F_{1,14} = 0.608, P = 0.448) indicating that both the general skill and sequence-specific skill improved with practice regardless of the time of day performed. The interaction of block X segment was not statistically significant for either the sleep group (F_{7,112} = 0.291, P = 0.956) or the no-sleep group (F_{7,98} = 0.930, P = 0.487).

Off-line motor learning

Performance improved off-line without further practice from the last practice block to retention for both the general skill and sequence-specific skill as shown by a main effect of block for both the sleep group (F_{1,16} = 7.475, P = 0.015; Figure 3A)
and no-sleep group ($F_{1,14}=4.665$, $P=0.049$; Figure 3B), but there was no difference in off-line learning between the general skill or sequence-specific skill, as shown by a lack of main effect of segment for both the sleep group ($F_{1,16}=0.482$, $P=0.497$) and the no-sleep group ($F_{1,14}=0.118$, $P=0.736$), indicating that general skill and sequence-specific skill undergo off-line enhancement both following a period of sleep and following a period of being awake. The interaction of block X segment was not significant for either the sleep group ($F_{1,16}=0.426$, $P=0.523$) or the no-sleep group ($F_{1,14}=0.1467$, $P=0.246$).

**Transfer of temporal and spatial variations of motor task**

Least significant difference post hoc analysis did not show any statistical differences between the sequence segment or random segment and the corresponding spatial or temporal variation of the sequence or random segment for either the sleep group or no-sleep group (sleep group, sequence segment versus spatial sequence transfer, $P=0.626$, sequence segment versus temporal sequence transfer, $P=0.359$, random segment versus spatial random transfer, $P=0.480$, and random segment versus temporal random transfer, $P=0.451$, Figure 4A; no-sleep group, sequence segment versus spatial sequence transfer, $P=0.821$, sequence segment versus temporal sequence transfer, $P=0.392$, random segment versus spatial random transfer, $P=0.568$, and random segment versus temporal random transfer, $P=0.236$, Figure 4B). This indicates that sleep and time promote transfer of learning of both sequence-specific and general skill learning to a spatial and temporal variation of the motor task.

**Discussion**

The results of this study demonstrate that both general skill learning and sequence-specific skill learning of an implicitly learned motor task improve off-line regardless of whether participants slept or stayed awake between practice and retention testing. Furthermore, this study demonstrates that both general skill learning and sequence-specific skill learning transfer off-line to spatial and temporal variations of the task following sleep and following a period of being awake.

The results of this study appear to support the awareness theory of Robertson et al., which proposes that off-line learning of implicit motor sequence tasks depends on the passage of time rather than requiring sleep. The results of the current study also largely confirm the results of Doyon et al. and Debas et al., ie, that time rather than sleep is sufficient to promote consolidation of an implicitly learned task.

Interestingly, the studies by Doyon et al. and Debas et al. do not corroborate the study of Huber et al. despite the fact that all three utilized a visuomotor adaption task. Huber et al. demonstrated a reduction in directional errors occurred exclusively across a night of sleep, but not across an equivalent period of wakefulness. The disparity of findings between Huber et al. and the studies by Doyon et al. and Debas et al. may be explained by methodological differences, including amounts of practice, demands on upper arm effectors, and extent of kinematic adaptations performed.

The findings of the current study demonstrating that sleep is not critical for implicit motor skill learning contrast with the results of studies by Fischer et al., Peigneux et al., Huber et al., and Maquet et al. who found that sleep rather than time strengthens learning of an implicit task. There are several possible explanations for the different outcomes. A task-related difference between the current study and previous studies is a likely reason for the lack of consistent findings between these studies. The current study used a continuous tracking task, while Fischer et al. and
Peigneux et al. used a discrete task. The evidence suggests that the consolidating effect of sleep differs between discrete tasks and continuous tasks, likely due to differences in motor control. On the other hand, Huber et al. used a visuomotor adaptation task while the current study used a motor sequencing task, and perhaps sleep preferentially enhances implicit adaptation tasks but not implicit sequenc-
ing tasks. Studies suggest motor adaptation tasks rely more on perceptual abilities, and perceptual processes undergo sleep-dependent enhancement.

Interestingly, despite using an implicit pursuit task with characteristics similar to those of a continuous motor task (a segment of the pursuit tasks was repeated during practice), the finding of Maquet et al. that sleep produces off-line performance enhancement of an implicit task conflict with the findings of the current study. The many differences in the experimental design between the current study and the study by Maquet et al. likely explain the conflicting results. Whereas participants in the current study practiced the CT task for eight blocks and the length of each block was 5 minutes, for a total practice time of 40 minutes, the pursuit task by Maquet et al. was practiced for 19 blocks and the length of each block was 18 seconds, for a total practice time of 5.7 minutes. The evidence suggests that skills practiced for less time may benefit more from sleep for enhancement. In addition to the large difference in time practicing, practice in the study by Maquet et al. was interspersed with 18 seconds of rest. Due to the short block length followed by a similar period of rest, we believe the task used by Maquet et al. has characteristics more closely resembling a discrete task, not a continuous task, and thus benefit from sleep to enhance learning. Taken together, due to multiple tasks and methodological differences, comparing the results of the current study with those of the Maquet et al. as well as other previous studies, is very difficult.

In the current study, the role of sleep in general skill learning was distinguished from sequence-specific learning because studies suggest that these components of implicit motor skill learning are consolidated by different mechanisms. The current study found significant off-line improvement of general skill learning; however, this improvement was not sleep-dependent because both the sleep group and the no-sleep group demonstrated off-line consolidation of general skill learning. These results largely confirm those reported by Nemeth et al. who found evidence of off-line improvement for general skill learning in both the sleep and the no-sleep conditions. Nonetheless, the findings of the current study and the study by Nemeth et al. appear to refute the findings of Song et al. who found that general skill learning occurred off-line over the day but not during sleep. In assessing sequence-specific learning, our results indicate that sequence-specific learning improved off-line in both the sleep and no-sleep conditions. These findings contrast with the studies by Nemeth et al. and Song et al. which demonstrate that sequence-specific motor learning is not enhanced off-line by sleep or day time. These previous studies differ from the present study in many ways, so it is difficult to identify the source of the disparate findings. However, the most distinguished difference is that the current study used a deterministic sequence while Nemeth et al. and Song et al. used a probabilistic sequence. There is some evidence to suggest that different mechanisms are involved in the consolidating process of probabilistic learning and deterministic learning. More studies would be needed in the future to confirm this contention.

To the authors’ knowledge, the current study is the first to assess if sleep facilitates the transfer of learning of an implicitly learned continuous task. The novelty of this study compared with previous studies that have examined the role of sleep in learning transfer is that we used a continuous task and examined separately the transfer of general skill learning and sequence-specific learning. Furthermore, using the same hand at retest, we assessed both the transfer of learning to a spatial variation (ie, changing the joystick gain) and temporal variation (ie, using a faster speed). We found that both general skill learning and sequence-specific skill learning transfer off-line to spatial and temporal variations of the task both following sleep and a period of wakefulness. These results suggest that off-line transfer of an implicitly learned continuous task is time-dependent.

Our finding that time promotes transfer of learning of the spatial variations of an implicitly learned task differs from those of Witt et al. and Cohen et al. who found that sleep rather than time produced transfer of learning of spatial variations of a task. However, methodological differences between the current study and those of Witt et al. and Cohen et al. likely explain the disparate findings. Witt et al. utilized an explicitly learned motor task, and there is a lot of evidence suggesting that sleep preferentially enhances explicitly learned tasks compared with implicitly learned tasks. While Cohen et al. utilized an implicitly learned task, their task was a discrete one, making comparison with the continuous task utilized in the current study difficult because the evidence suggests that sleep acts preferentially on discrete tasks.
One limitation of this study is that the influence of endogenous circadian rhythm or time-of-day of testing on the results cannot be completely discounted. However, we feel that the impact of these factors on the results are limited and are not driving the results of this study because there was no difference between the sleep and no-sleep groups on the Stanford Sleepiness Scale at either the practice session or retention session, regardless of the time of day when the session occurred. Other studies have attempted to control for these factors by including a nap to determine the contribution of sleep to off-line learning (so the practice session and retention session occur at the same time of day regardless of whether participants are in the sleep condition or no-sleep condition), and found that a daytime nap enhances learning of a mirror-tracing task\(^\text{52}\) and a finger-tapping task.\(^\text{49,53}\) Cohen et al\(^\text{1}\) used two diurnal control groups, so that practice and retention testing took place at the same time of day (both at 8 am or both at 8 pm) and found that improvements in their task outcome measures were not associated with the time of day of testing. Walker et al\(^\text{30}\) had participants practice a finger-tapping task at either 10 am or 10 pm and then retested them 12 hours and 24 hours later, and found only intervals containing sleep resulted in improved performance. Therefore, the influence of circadian rhythm and time of day of testing does not appear to be the driving factor between the results, although those factors cannot be completely discounted.

Despite the significant main effect of block for both the sleep and no-sleep groups indicating performance improvement across practice, visual examination of practice performance for the sleep and no-sleep groups in Figures 1 and 2 indicates limited performance improvement across practice. While an improvement in the performance curve is generally expected across practice, this largely depends on the task and does not indicate the magnitude of the information learned during practice. Limited improvement in the performance curve may be due to participant fatigue or boredom, neither of which was directly assessed after practice. However, fatigue, boredom, or other practice conditions not accounted for do not prevent motor learning but do impact performance. It is possible that the participants did not encode sufficient information during practice, but if this were the case, neither group would have demonstrated learning of the task at the delayed retention test.

Another limitation is that failure to reject the null hypothesis was used as evidence of transfer of skill learning. Due to the small sample size of this study, future studies should be adequately powered to provide concurrent evidence that sleep and time appear to enhance transfer of skill learning of an implicit motor task.

Overall, the differences in experimental paradigms and lack of consistent terminology across studies make comparing the results of previous studies and the current study very difficult. Even studies that use similar paradigms have found different results, possibly due to differences in methodology. For example, Nemeth et al\(^\text{4}\) and Song et al\(^\text{10}\) used the same task (an implicit probabilistic Serial Reaction Time Task) to assess the role of sleep in promoting general motor skill learning and sequence-specific motor skill learning, but reported different results. As another example, Debas et al\(^\text{11}\) and Doyon et al\(^\text{3}\) both found that time rather than sleep enhances learning of a visuomotor task, whereas Huber et al\(^\text{32}\) found learning was enhanced only following a period of sleep despite using a very similar visuomotor task. Furthermore, the lack of consistent terminology across studies makes interpretation of results and comparison of findings difficult. For example, the implicit–explicit distinction is generally accepted to be based on the participant’s awareness of the regularities being practiced; whereas explicit learning refers to having an awareness of the regularities of the environment to be learned, implicit learning occurs without this awareness.\(^\text{16–18}\) However, in the study by Reith et al\(^\text{29}\) which looked at the effect of sleep on learning an “explicit” and “implicit” version of a pursuit task, they used the term “explicit” to indicate learning of a repeating pattern, but there is no mention of participants receiving instruction about the repeating pattern and no mention of testing participants’ explicit awareness either prior to practice or following it. Therefore, defining explicit and implicit learning according to participants’ awareness of the pattern, we would consider this to be implicit learning of a sequence-specific task. Furthermore, Reith et al\(^\text{29}\) used the term “implicit” to indicate learning of a non-repeating, random, unpredictable pursuit task, which we would consider comparable with implicit general skill learning. The difference in terminology used certainly does not disregard the findings by Reith et al, but it does make comparison between studies much more difficult. We propose that future studies should be cognizant of this terminology issue, and an attempt should be made to use consistent terminology across studies. It is likely that consistent terminology as well as more standardized paradigms would greatly aid in elucidation of the role of sleep in motor skill learning.

**Conclusion**

Although it is widely accepted that sleep promotes motor learning, our study indicates that this may not always be the case.
In contrast with prior studies reporting a benefit from sleep to enhance implicit motor learning,25-27,43 we found that participants performed with less error on an implicit continuous tracking task but that this improvement was not specific to sleep. Both general skill learning and sequence-specific skill learning occurred off-line regardless of whether participants slept or stayed awake between practice and retention testing. Furthermore, both general skill learning and sequence-specific skill learning transfer off-line to spatial and temporal variations of the task both following sleep and following a period of being awake. Our findings suggest that sleep does not play a critical role in promoting off-line learning or the transfer of learning of an implicit continuous motor task.

The consolidation process likely differs depending on the nature of the task to be learned. However, when examining the literature that evaluates the role of sleep in motor learning, we have found conflicting results, even between studies that have utilized same task.1,25,29,43 Therefore, we believe future studies are needed to clarify the role of sleep in motor learning, but a systematic approach using consistent terminology and methodology will allow an improved ability to compare and contrast findings between studies.
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